THE SIGN OF RAGGI* IN EARLY, AND RAPID BEDSIDE DIAGNOSING BONE LESION, INCLUDING THE MESTASTASIS

by Sergio Stagnaro

Introduction

The definition of Quantum Biophysical Semeiotics – QBS – was coined by my friend Paolo Manzelli (1) (See Bibliography in the site www.semeioticabiofisica.it).

The use of quantum mechanics evolution applied to biology, has finally illuminated the nature of complex pathogenic mechanisms underlying several QBS signs, after a long wait for a satisfactory explanation that the reductive deterministic mechanics has not been able to provide because of his limited world view, considered to be formed only by Matter and Vibratory Energy ignoring completely the Energy-Information (2-4).

In previous articles I have clinically shown that in biological systems it does exist the non local reality next to the local one, in which different is the nature of the transmission of Energy-Information, this transmission present in truth only in the second case where there is consumption
of energy and of time in information processing (1-4). In contrast, in the non-local reality, characterized by a matrix space / time, but with four-dimensional and 2DS 2DT, based on “Entanglement Theory”, the information is simultaneous transmitted by resonance and is made without any transfer. “This is for example when two simultaneous actions occurring at the same time, as when a firecracker explodes at a distance while others shine resonance firecrackers quite distant, but it has been possible to transfer any of sparks” (Manzelli, personal communication).

The use of these new concepts of Quantum Biophysics in Medicine proved to be of essential importance in-depth understanding of many signs, syndromes and QBS tests, and especially in the diagnosis, in the therapeutic monitoring, in research, as evidenced now by a considerable literature (1-45).

This article describes the Raggi’s sign that allows the doctor to rule out a bone lesion in a second, including the metastases, which are notoriously difficult to diagnose.

Quantum Biophysical Semiotics of bone lesions.

In health, the mean-intense digital pressure, applied directly on a biological system, or, far more frequently exercised indirectly through the stimulation of related trigger points, causes the middle ureteral reflex, typical of Endoarteriolar Blocking Devices, Type II, physiological and ubiquitous (5-14).

The “intense” compression in the lower third of the radius and of ulna, between the thumb and other fingers of the hand, actives the microcirculation simultaneously, depending on the type I, associated, both locally and throughout the remainder of the skeletal system, for example, in various bones of the skull and lumbar vertebrae, explained by quantum entanglement (1-4, 14, 29, 56).

In health, digital pressure of “light” intensity exerted on a bone, causes the oscillating upper and lower ureteral reflexes, i.e., vasomotion and vasomotion, which inform the way of being and functioning of local small arteries and arterioles, by Hammersen, or vasomotility, and respectively the nutritional capillaries, or vasomotion, allowing to observe the “simultaneous” intensification of the characteristics fluctuations of ureteral reflex in experimental conditions referred to above.

It follows that the medium-intensity stimulation of a small part of a bone simultaneously provides information on the whole biological system, as is the case for all other tissues (1-4, 14, 29, 56).

In fact, in health, if the bone stimulation is of medium intensity, after a latency time of exactly 8 seconds, appears the gastric aspecific reflex whose duration is less than 4 seconds, expression of the effectiveness of Microcirculatory Functional Reserve, a great diagnostic significance parametric
value, which disappears for the duration of > 3 sec. < 4 sec., corresponding to the fractal dimension of the micro-vascular chaotic deterministic dynamics.

The triad of information has led Paolo Manzelli to a wider general reflection on the new “quantum-biophysics,” based on the formation of entanglement between quantum particles, electrons and atoms in a “sharing” system of space-time, which produces simultaneous communication of pure information between systems. However, for this to happen in biological systems must have a sufficient energy level, unavoidable condition for the realization of non-local reality, which provides the normal mitochondrial respiratory activity.

In the presence of an mitochondrial alteration, even if functional one, as is the Congenital Acidotic Enzyme-Metabolic Histangiopathy (5-9, 44-46), out-of oxidative phosphorylation in these intracellular organelles, the non-local reality becomes just local reality with local increase in EM (pyruvic acid converted to lactic acid) and reduction of energy-information, represented by ATP.

**Raggi’s Sign.**

In health, “intense” stimulation of the bone – the pressure above the lower third of the radius and ulna has got a very practical use – shown above, is not accompanied “simultaneously” by the gastric aspecific reflex. (Fig. 1).

**Figure 1**

*Gastric aspecific reflex*

In contrast, in the presence of a bone lesion, whatever its nature, inflammation, fibrosis, rheumatic, vascular, neoplastic, etc. “simultaneously” to the stimulation is observed the gastric aspecific reflex, whose intensity correlates with the severity of the underlying disorder: a positive **Raggi’s Sign.**

Interestingly, in the presence of bone cancer, primary or metastatic, the reflection is immediately followed by the typical tonic Gastric Contraction (5, 47 – 49). At this point, having established the bone pain, the physician should proceed with the investigation of the bone location, diagnosing the exact nature, based on awful number of signs, part of them specific, provided by the Quantum Biophysical Semiotics.

The following experimental evidence supports the above-referred statements.

In health, **Raggi’s Sign** is negative.
However, if it exerts intense pressure on any point of the bone system—excluding the joint tissue, useful but for the provocation of rheumatic-gastric reflex (5, 47-49)—continued for at least thirty seconds, so as to induce pain in underlying tissue with release of cytokines and significant changes in the local micro-circulatory blood flow, the Raggi’s Sign becomes transiently positive, without being followed by the Tonic Gastric Contraction of course, characteristic of cancers and rheumatic diseases, in case of involvement of sinovium.

**Conclusions.**

Since 2007, Quantum Biophysical Semeiotics was greatly enhanced and made more effective by the contribution afforded by quantum physics, both in terms of clinical research, and on that of the daily practical application, so that the boundaries of his domain had a great expansion. It is well known, for example, that so far the clinical diagnosis of bone metastases or perivascular epithelioid cell tumor (PEComa) was impossible for anyone. In fact, it is very difficult clinical diagnosis, made out on the basis of reports of symptomatology for imaging, from laboratory and histology test. Notoriously, the traditional physical semeiotics and symptomatology does not allow the medical finding of bone injuries of any kind, such as bone cysts, and tumors, malignant or benign, out of the arteries not palpable, i.e., localization in internal tissues.

It has recently been reported in world literature that PEComa show an increasing incidence in a variety of anatomical locations. The locations of these lesions are often more widely the uterus and the retro-peritoneum. These tumors are part of a large family that includes, among others, angiomyolipomas, and the linfangiomiatosì miomelanociti clear cell tumors of the falciform ligament, also known as PEComa-NOS. There are about fifty known cases of these cancers. However, based on personal experience with the Quantum Biophysical Semiotics, I am authorized to state that in the future can be detected for much more numerous cases on the condition that doctors around the world will be able to use the original semiotics, which allows faster the generic diagnosis of malignant vascular tumor, whose precise diagnosis will be made in a timely manner in subjects rationally selected on the basis of several clinical signs of malignancy.

As for the easiest method to use, just remember that “mean to moderate” digital pressure, applied directly over a bone, for example, the radio, allows to learn the way of being of the stimulated bone segment through the numerous signs and QBS maneuvers known to readers as: gastric aspecific reflex, followed by tonic Gastric Contraction, complete SIRSI, Domenichini Sign with duration of 4.5 sec. (Glossary), an increase of Acute Phase Proteins, Acute antibody synthesis, local microcirculatory activation type II, dissociated, etc.
On the contrary, if the stimulation exerted on any bone segment is “intense”, it causes associated microcirculatory activation, type I, in bones, EV (ATP) increases and thus an higher EI, pure and catalytic energy: the reality in the biological system is both local and non-local one.

For the phenomenon of resonance, a possible bone lesion at a distance is “simultaneously” stimulated, producing a number of reflections (gastric aspecific reflex followed by tonic Gastric Contraction just in case there is cancer), depending on the nature of the disease itself. **Raggi’s Sign** is based on this scientific knowledge, subject of this article, which allows to exclude just in one second the presence of metastases, as shown by the paradigmatic case I described above: a young Italian woman, but living in Hamburg, made in surgery two years before for a cancer of the rectum to nerve cells, which was diagnosed by CT scan to check bone “a suspected metastatic lesion of the sacrum”.

She turned to me via the Internet, of course, understandable in the grip of anxiety and despair, cause the psychological jatrogenetic terrorism. The psychokinetic diagnosis made before August, 15th, 2010, was of probably benign lesion scar of post-traumatic nature, and it was correctly confirmed by a PET survey two months later PET! (50).

The psychokinetic diagnosis was able to recognize in just a second the presence of a bone lesion, indicating the nature of the tumor or nonspecific nature. Then the doctor will locate the alteration and accurately diagnose the cause based on the many signs provided by the Quantum Biophysical Semiotics.

* Dedicated to the friend Dr. Raggi Francesco, Specialist in Hygiene and Preventive Medicine in Terni – Italy, an expert in NIR-LED Treatment.
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